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new power plants on hold. Ocher nations (such as Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Thailand, and Malaysia) have decided ro phase our or cancel plans to build more nuclear
power stations. Yet the primary motivations remain unclear, since people's attitudes
coward the dangers of nuclear radiation are anything but rational-as evidenced by
the mass departure of foreigners from Japan after the catastrophe at Fukushima, when
health dangers beyond the vicinity of the power station were minimal.
In Europe, the reaction to the Fukushima disaster has clearly been aggravated by
memories of the catastrophe at Chernobyl in 1986. While Chernobyl was a more
widely destructive event chan Fukushima, releasing a much greater amount of radioactivity, its effects on human health continue to generate disagreement. According
to the third report on the effects of the Chernobyl catastrophe issued by the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR),
among the 134 plant staff and emergency workers who suffered acute radiation syndrome (ARS), the condition proved fatal for twenty-eight of them. By 2006 another
nineteen ARS survivors died, although their deaths were not directly attributable to
the effects of ionizing radiation. Although the report attributes "a substantial fraction" of the six thousand cases of thyroid cancer in people who were children at the
time of the accident to their consumption of milk contaminated with iodine-131,
only fifteen cases had proved fatal by 2005, some twenty years later. 3 The death toll,
then, was fewer than fifty.
By contrast, a study by a group of scientists from Belarus, Russia, and the Ukraine,
Chernoby!: Consequences of the CatastroPhe for People and the Environment, estimates the
number of deaths attributable to the meltdown at around 980,000-almost twenty
4
thousand times greater than the estimate by the UN scientific committee. What
are we to make of this vast discrepancy, especially since the UNSCEAR report "was
prepared in close cooperation with scientists from Belarus, the Russian Federation
and Ukraine who worked with the Committee to scrutinize relevant information"? 5
The beginni~gs of an explanation are that the articles in Chernobyt: Consequences of the
Catastrophe were not peer-reviewed, and the New York Academy of Sciences, which
published the book, has since declined to endorse its contents and conclusions. 6 The
politics and economics of research funding in the countries affected by the disaster
may also be playing a role.
What we learn from the catastrophe at Fukushima is that the design and construction of nuclear power plants must unfailingly implement every reasonable safety
precaution, that the operation and maintenance of power plants must be rigorously
conducted and carefully monitored by an independent government agency, and that
unusually powerful forces of nature can and do wipe out, or fatally damage, the sturdiest human constructions-and such forces are becoming less unusual as the weather
lurches toward extremes driven by global warming. We should not learn from the
Fukushima incident that we must switch immediately from nuclear energy to fossil fuel burning, because the former is so dangerous. This kind of thinking is on the
wrong level, as is the question that animates so much of the recent debate: "Should
we continue to meet our energy needs by increasing or decreasing our investment
in nuclear power, or else in carbon capture and sequestration technologies?" This

question is dangerously superficial, because it fails to reach the root of our problems,
which lies much deeper.
The current momentum of economic growth and technological progress in the
developed world, and in the United States especially, would have us continue with
"business as usual" until we really know that we have a problem that will cost
us economically. But this is to transgress the natural limits imposed on life by a
finite planet. If we step back and try to get a sense of what underlies this drive to
push through the limits set by the natural world, we would do well not to ignore
a mythical figure from the pagan Greek tradition: Prometheus. And if we try for
a stereoscopic perspective by looking from the side of Japan as well, our behavior
appears above all to be a refusal of the Buddhist emphasis on the impermanence of
all things (a condition to which the Japanese historically have been more sensitive
than nations inhabiting more stable parts of the planet). While the Buddhist view
may be more helpful in our search for a solution to the dilemma, several features
in the story of Prometheus fit our current situation perfectly and shed light on the
background to our mania for consuming energy by way of the products of modern
technology.

PROMETHEAN HUBRIS

The myth of Prometheus, whose name means "forethought," is complex and comes
down to us through several sources. According to the oldest, Hesiod's Theogony (from
around 700 BCE), "clever Prometheus, full of various wiles," was the son of the Titan
Iapetus (whose parents were Ouranos and Gaia, Heaven and Earth) and "the neatankled maid Clymene, daughter of Ocean" 7-a figure, then, of Titanic strength
derived from elemental powers of nature. According to Aeschylus, Prometheus gave
humans the major arts of survival: house building
woodworking, agriculture and
animal husbandry, astronomy, arithmetic and language, ship building, the mining of
"bronze, iron, silver and gold," and the arts of medicine, augury, and divination. As
the protagonist of Prometheus Bound himself proudly sums it up: "Every art of mankind comes from Prometheus. "8 (The Greek term translated as "art" here is techne,
which also means "technique" and is the root of our word "technology.")
The Promethean technical arts figure prominently in a well-known passage from
the Antigone of Sophocles, in which the Chorus sings with awe about the abilities
that allow human beings to dominate the earth and all other species: ship building,
agriculture, animal husbandry, and house building. Yet the effects of all these arts are,
in the end, subject to limits; insofar as they are completely ineffectual with respect
to human mortality.

wa

Man has a way against everything,
and he faces nothing that is to come
without contrivance.
Only against death
can he call on no means of escape. 9
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For all its conquering and overcoming, the human being is always laid low at the end,
with grave finality.
However, Aeschylus shows Prometheus as providing a way to conceal this dismal
outcome. Chained to a crag in the Caucasus for having disobeyed Zeus, when he is
asked by the Chorus whether his crime consists in more than saving humankind from
destruction, Prometheus replies:

race of iron. At the nadir of the decline a race of giants even rises up against the gods.
The degeneration goes along with a growth in human hubris occasioned by increasing
proficiency in the Promethean arts of agriculture, house building, and mining. 13 The
arrogance so angers Zeus that he sends a flood to annihilate all human beings but a
single couple, Deucalion-the son of Prometheus-and his wife, Pyrrha. Deucalion
re-creates men from rocks and stones, while his wife does the same for women. 14 This
division of labor suggests that men are more likely than women to be driven by Promethean urges, whereas the raw materials for the second race will make it harder and
less flexible than the initial generation made from mud or clay.
The great Roman historian of natural science Pliny the Elder, who was born just
a few years after Ovid's death, likewise deplores the practice of mining for its connections with luxury and war, and he especially emphasizes its sacrilegious aspects.

PROMETHEUS: Yes, I stopped mortals from foreseeing their
CHORUS: What cure did you discover for that sickness?
PROMETHEUS: I sowed in them blind hopes.
CHORUS: That was a great help that you gave to

doom.

man. 10

The Chorus's question and response are ironic, since having foresight into one's death
may be salutary for life (from Buddhist and existential perspectives, at least), and
having blind hopes is a sickness if we are so bedazzled by the Promethean spirit of
technology that we fail to foresee an avoidable catastrophe.
A century after Aeschylus, a version of the Prometheus story recounted by "the
wise Protagoras" in Plato's dialogue of that name suggests significant limitations to
the gifts that Prometheus bestowed upon humanity. When it came time for mortals
to be created, "the gods molded their forms within the earth," but then delegated
the task of equipping mortal creatures for survival to Prometheus and his brother
Epimetheus ("afterthought"). Prometheus rashly left this work to his brother, whose
distribution in hindsight makes peifect evolutionary and ecological sense-but was
shortsighted insofar as he forgot to leave any gifts for human beings. Prometheus
discovered to his dismay that "whereas the other creatures were fully and suitably
provided, humanity was naked, unshod, unbedded, unarmed." 11 Perturbed, since the
day had come for humans and other mortal creatures to emerge "from the earth into
the light," Prometheus resorted to theft: "He steals from Hephaestus and Athena artful wisdom along with fire ... and gives them to humans. In this way humanity got
the survival wisdom but did not get the political, for that remained in the keeping
of Zeus" (321c--<l).
An insightful commentator on this passage notes the significance of Plato's shift
from past to present tense at this point (Prometheus "steals" and "gives"): "The present suggests that the inventive actions necessary for new technical skills are something
humans will always have to receive as gifts in fending for themselves against a nature
that the myth allows to be seen as niggardly and blind. " 12 Protagoras's account speaks
clearly to our current predicament: inspired by the spirit of Prometheus, humanity
has become highly skilled in the technical arts of survival (while forgetting that these
skills are gifts), but lacks the political arts that would integrate technological expertise with the art of living together in communities-especially now that it must also
live in a global community.
A later source for the Prometheus story is Ovid's Metamorphoses, the first book of
which has the Titan actually creating the human race by molding it from mud or clay.
Ovid then retells the ancient story, told first by Hesiod, about the progressive degeneration of the human from "a golden race," through a silver and a bronze, to the basest

We trace out all the veins of the earth, and yet, living upon it, undermined as
it is beneath our feet, are astonished that it should occasionally cleave asunder
or tremble: as though in truth these signs could be any other than expressions
of the indignation felt by our sacred parent! We penetrate into her entrails, and
seek for treasures in the abodes of the spirits of the dead, as though each spot we
tread upon were not sufficiently bounteous and fertile for us! 15
From the perspective of today's geosciences, we know that earthquakes are not
caused by mining-or do we? It appears that, at least in earthquake-prone areas,
geothermal projects that pump water deep into the earth's crust can cause tremors
of greater than 3 on the Richter scale, as happened in Switzerland between 2006
and 2007. 16 What is more, a recent study by a professor of geophysical and climate
hazards shows that continued extraction and combustion of fossil fuels, together with
the consequent global warming, promise to occaslori greater and more frequent convulsions of the earthY Whatever the nature of the causal circumstances, Pliny calls
delving into the bowels of the earth an affront to the earth goddess, which resonates
in many of the world's ancient culr:ures and is a call whose meaning we would do well
to try to fathom today.
But what does it mean for Prometheus to steal fire and give it to humans? According the dean of American fire historians, Stephen Pyne, fire is a relatively recent
phenomenon on earth, starting some 400 million years ago: for the first four billion
years of Earth's existence there wasn't sufficient oxygen in the atmosphere or enough
of the right kind of biomass for fuel. 18 Natural fues were ignited mostly by lightning,
though also by falling rocks, volcanic eruptions, and exrraterrestial impacts. 19 Then
hominids developed techniques of kindling fire and keeping it going. The uses and
range of fire were greatly expanded with the advent of agriculture, which can produce
biomass to serve as fuel. Shortly before the Industrial Revolution, Europeans were
able to combine the art of using fire with the Promethean technique of mining deep
within the earth, so as to greatly increase the opportunities for transgressing the limits imposed by nature. After what Pyne calls the "natural" and "agricultural phases"
of fire on earth, this is the critical phase: "industrial fire," the advent of which he
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describes aptly against the background of our current environmental predicament. In
the preindustrial age,

kindly Prometheus, escaped his heavy anger, bur of necessity strong bands confined
him, although he knew many a wile. "23
We roo know many a wile-perhaps too many. What would be wise to know is
how much our insistence on "business as usual" in the face of potentially catastrophic
global warming, in the belief that new technological fixes will save us from the worst,
is a consummate manifestation of the darker side of the Promethean spirit. The spirit
is hard to shake because of Prometheus's tenacity: his salient features, as outlined by
Aeschylus, are pride and stubbornness and inflexibility. For one who is obstinate in
the assertion of self-will against higher powers, the punishment of complete immobilization is fitting. At the end of Prometheus Bound, the protagonist remains where he
was, still immobilized, having undergone no change of mind or heart either, intractable in his defiance of the most powerful god.
More recent treatments of the myth, like Goethe's great poem Prometheus, focus
on the Titan's virtues as a rebel rather than on his consequent punishment. But on
the whole, Goethe favors an "Orphic" rather than a "Promethean" approach to understanding the natural world-in terms of the helpful distinction made by Pierre Hadot
in The Veil of Isis. 24 Hadot contrasts Promethean approaches, which try to unveil and
lay bare the workings of nature by violence (through the use of experimentation,
mechanical technologies, or natural magic), with Orphic practices that employ finer
arts such as music and poetry to attune human experience to nature's mysteries.
Although these approaches are based on different preconceptions of the natural world
(as a hostile enemy intent on hiding its secrets, or as a fertile matrix in which we can
creatively panicipate), they are not always mutually exclusive and so may be found in
the same person or school of thought.
A stern warning comes from Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, or The Modern Prometheus
(1818). When the protagonist goes to the University of Ingolstadt, he meets a charismatic professor of natural philosophy who dismisSes the wisdom of the ancients in
favor of the modern scientists who are able genuinely to "penetrate into the recesses
of nature, and shew how she works in her hiding places." Thanks to these Promethean
abilities, "they have acquired new and almost unlimited powers." 25 After a few years
of studying the processes in the human body that lead to death, Victor Frankenstein
succeeds in "discovering the cause of generation and life," and thereby becomes capable of"bestowing animation upon lifeless matter." But the work is hard and, though
successful, unsettling: "My enthusiasm was checked by my anxiety, and I appeared
rather like one doomed to slavery to toil in the mines ... than an artist occupied by
his favorite employment." As one might expect, "the miserable monster" Frankenstein has created goes off on irs own to commit murder and create mayhem that its
creator is powerless to curtail, and this impotence then sickens and almost kills him. 26
But perhaps we need not take the Prometheus story so seriously, since Hesiod's
account of his punishment ends with his release (albeit after "countless years of
time"): with the consent of Zeus, the heroic Heracles liberates the suffering Prometheus. However, one might well be wary of a freedom effected by Heracles: not the
most intelligent of heroes, he usually employs his enormous muscle power to work
against natural forces (nine of his famous Twelve Labors involve overpowering wild

Human fire power was only as great as the stocks of fuel that nature, with
human contrivance, could be made to provide. . . . The barriers fell when,
outfitted with combusting machines, people reached into the geologic past and
exhumed fossil biomass. For fire history, this marks the moment of industrialization. The limitations on fire reside no longer in its sources-ignition and
fuel-but in the sinks such as the atmosphere that must receive combustion's
unbounded byproducts. 20
It is precisely these limitations that our Promethean hyperactivity refuses to acknowledge, as we continue with oil-, coal-, and agri-business as usuaL
The ancient stories attest to Prometheus's pan in making us who we are: molded
from clay by his hands, instructed by his arts and techniques, and beneficiaries of his
igneous gift. But they are also monitory tales, reminding us that when human beings
arrogantly overreach, failing to be grateful for what the earth provides, the higher
powers of nature strike back with devastating consequences. And in our day the old
drama is being enacted again, as our determination to persist in warming the earth's
atmosphere is eliciting in response floods, droughts, hurricanes, tornadoes, and other
manifestations of extreme weather.

PROMETHEAN PUNISHMENT

Just before his narrative of the degeneration of the human race from gold to iron,
Hesiod in Works and Days tells how "the gods keep hidden from men' the means
of life," and how, when Prometheus was so bold as to deceive Zeus, the king of the
gods decided in retaliation to keep fire a secret hidden from humans. In response
Prometheus secretly stole fire from Zeus "in a hollow fennel stalk." "Then Zeus who
gathers the clouds said to him in anger: 'son of Iapetus, surpassing all in cunning, you
are glad that you have outwitted me and stolen fire-a great plague to you yourself
and to men that shall be.'" 21
The plague visited on Prometheus, at least, is well known: perpetual punishment,
graphically described by Hesiod. "Zeus bound ready-witted Prometheus with inextricable bonds, cruel chains, and drove a shaft through his middle, and set on him a
long-winged eagle, which used to eat his immortal liver; but by night the liver grew
as much again everyway as the long-winged bird devoured in the whole day. "22 In
antiquity the liver, as the most powerful and blood-rich organ in the body, was well
understood and highly regarded as "the seat of life," and so this punishment strikes at
the core of the transgressor's existence. And if we now insist on transgressing natural
limits through too much clever technology, we may end up having the source of our
very vitality depleted on a daily basis. Or do we chink we can act our the story of
Prometheus and avoid his cruel punishment? Here is Hesiod's judgment: "It is not
possible to deceive or go beyond the will of Zeus: for not even the son of Iapetus,
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animals or monsters by killing or capturing them). What might nowadays correspond
to rescue by Heracles is a ~ricky enterprise like carbon sequestration, where we persist
in our ways in the unquestioning faith that new technology will provide a Hx that
will keep us living comfortably. This is one of those "blind hopes'' bestowed upon
us by Prometheus. Some rechnophiles suggest that gee-engineering is the solution:
we have been engineering enormous projects for a long time now-so why nor the
whole earth and its climate? Or else we replace the perilous Promethean business of
burning fossil fuels with the tricky technology of initiating chain reactions in nuclear
reactors. Although this newer technology is quite different in kind from combustion,
it still furthers the Promethean enterprise of engineering comfortable lives through
ever bolder and more invasive techniques. With nuclear fission we penetrate the very
kernel of the elements, and mimic on the surface of the earth processes that naturally
take place only in its deepest core. Does our hubris meter not sound an alarm?
Nevertheless, the prevalent antipathy toward nuclear power has less to do with
these considerations than its derivation from the technology that enabled the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This bombing, though it caused
a lower death toll than the earlier firebombing of Japan's major cities, was more
insidiously lethal for having longer-term, hidden effects, and it later served to confirm for the scientific world the full dangers of ionizing radiation. It is fitting, then,
to approach this issue from the Japanese Buddhist perspective on the question of our
ineluctable mortality.

engaged in expounding the Buddha Dharma (seppo). Klikai here rejects the traditional
understanding of the Dharmakaya as "formless and imageless, and totally beyond
verbalization and conceptualization," and interprets it as meaning the actual world
we presently inhabit. 29
Hosshin seppo is an exemplary Mahayana idea because it provides grounds for an
affirmation of all phenomena as worthy of our respect and attention, insofar as they
make up the body of the Dharmakaya (in the person ofDainichi Nyorai, Mahavairocana
in Sanskrit), and as such are elucidating the Buddhist teachings. However, it has also
been misunderstood to imply that all things are to be valued equally, or that things
that hasten the destruction of other things-thereby rendering them more impermanent than they would otherwise be-are to be especially valued. On this reading,
KUkai not only would have to condone but also would positively praise the radioactive contamination surrounding the Fukushima Daiichi reactor after its meltdown.
We must indeed regard the radiation-spewing Daiichi reactor as part of the body of
Dainichi, and accept that while Dainichi, as the Great Sun Buddha, has always been
radiant, he is now radioactive too. But this consequence is not as bizarre as it seems,
as we shall see shortly.
Another exponent of Buddhist impermanence who is relevant in this context is
Kama no Ch6mei, famous for the brief account he wrote of the small hut (HOjOki)
where he lived the last part of his life, in the hills southeast of Kyoto. The opening
lines are one of the best-known evocations of impermanence in Japanese literature:
"The waters of the river move on and on, and they are never the same. The'bubbles of
the whirlpool break, and form again, and again disappear. And so it is in this world
with man and his dwellings. "30 This text is relevant because the grounds for these
reflections turn out to be a series of natural disasters that led up to its composition.
To point up the relative impermanence of dwellings in Japan, Chomei writes of the
Grear Fire that had burned the capital to the groUnd some thirty-five years earlier,
killing many inhabitants: "But even those who escaped with their skins did not manage to save their wealth. At last only embers and rubble remained."
Three years after that, a great whirlwind inflicted further damage on the rebuilt
city of Kyoto. "Of all the houses in its path, mansions and huts alike, not one escaped
destruction. The contents of the houses rose in a mad dance into the skies, and the
shingles of the roofs were like winter leaves scattering before the wind." Drought
brought a famine, which decimated the population over a period of two years. "A
plague came with the following year. Things grew more horrible, until it seemed the
whole world must die of starvation." Then finally the Great Earthquake of 1185 (estimated in retrospect at 7.4 on the Richter scale) surpassed all the previous disasters
in destruction: "Entire mountains crumbled and slid into the rivers below. The sea
rose up and spilled over the land. The earth gaped open and the waters churned with
swirling froth. Cliffs were rent and crashed with the roar of thunder into the valleys.
Boats were piled high and dry upon the land." 31 No wonder Ch6mei eventually withdrew from city life, to live in his tiny hut with only a few possessions: "Now I neither
cling to life nor pre-grudge its end. My earthly pleasures are those provided me by the
changing beauties of nature. "32

BUDDHIST REFLECTIONS ON IMPERMANENCE

Our ineluctable mortality is precisely what Japanese Buddhism makes central to the
task of understanding and living a fully human life. Japan's first great philosopher,
Klikai (also known as K6b6 Daishi), treated the topic of impermanence (mujO) in a
poem by that name in his very first work. The poem's first lines invoke the eschatological myth of the cosmic conflagration that is found in many cultures but is especially favored by the Buddhists, who tend to give it an "existential" interpretation:
Towering Mount Sumeru, which reaches almost to the Milk)' Way, will be
reduced to ashes by the fires of the last day of earth. The oceans which reach
as far as the distant skyline will also disappear when exposed to the seven suns
at the end of this epoch. The infinite heaven and earth will be liquidated and
the round firmament will likewise be burned and destroyed. Existence even
in heaven is as impermanent as lightning, and the period on earth of a Daoist
immortal even with his extended span is as short as a clap of thunder. 27
The rest of the poem beautifully and gruesomely evokes the impermanence of
human life within this context of cosmic impermanence, in order to encourage not
transcendence of samsara but rather affirmation of impermanence through "the salvation of oneself and others ... including even animals or birds." 28 Kilkai's affirmation of this world is exemplified in his most radical idea, hosshin seppo, which means
that the Dharmakiiya (hosshin), the cosmic embodiment of the Buddha, is constantly
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Chi5mei's brief account gives warrant to the idea, much in evidence after the tragedy at Fukushima, that millennia of living together on an archipelago atop an especially active arc of the Pacific Ring of Fire has made the Japanese people more accepting than most of the fundamental impermanence of life. But the Japanese thinker
in whose thought impermanence plays the most significant role is the Zen master
Dagen, who was born in Kyoro in the year 1200.
Although Dagen's philosophy is so profound that it's often head-achingly hard to
understand, on one level its gist is simple: Confront and embrace impermanencethe world's and your own-and everything else will flow from there. As D6gen says
to the monks in his monastery:

dating the teachings, and this has again led to misunderstanding of his thought-by
proponents of deep ecology and also by critics of Zen Buddhism. 39 But before considering what we might learn in the wake of the disaster at Fukushima from the Japanese Buddhist emphasis on impermanence, let us examine the strange relationship
between impermanence and the phenomenon of ionizing radiation.

IMPERMANENCE AND IONIZING RADIATION

When you truly see impermanence, egocemric mind does not arise, nor does
desire for fame and profit. Out of fear that the days and nights are passing
quickly, practice the Way as if you were trying to eA-tinguish a fire enveloping
your head ....
It goes without saying that you must consider the inevitability of death ....
You should be resolved not to waste time and refrain from doing meaningless
things. You should spend your time carrying out what is worth doing. Among
the things you should do, what is the most important? 33
The activity that responds to that question will be different for each one of us, but
for those who have incorporated Dagen's teachings, the style of the engagement will
surely be ecological, and its tone wil1 be one of full affirmation of existence in all its
impermanence. 34
The philosophical underpinning for Dagen's understanding of impermanence is
challenging to comprehend, deriving as it does from the traditional Buddhist teaching of "momentariness" (Skt.: k{a1Jika). 35 According to this radical and counterintuitive doctrine, all phenomena arise and perish instantaneously--each phenomenon
being succeeded immediately by another similar enough to it to give the illusion
of continuity. Dagen expresses this idea by the term setstma shOmetstt, which means
that everything perishes immediately upon arising, or simply by juxtaposing the
sinograms for "birth" and "death" without any conjunction: shOji, "birth-death." 36
And since sho means "life" as well as "birth," it's a matter of life and death, and a life
of birth-deaths: "There is birth and death in each moment of this life of birth and
death." 37
This momentariness is not accessible in ordinary experience, but can be experienced through the practice of zazen. In any case, D6gen encourages his hearers and
readers ro open themselves to this mode of temporality, since to experience and act
as if everything arises and perishes instantaneously allows one ro live life to the fullest. "Know that, through causes and conditions, a human body in this lifetime is a
temporary assemblage of the four great phases [of transformation} and the five skandhas [bundles of psychophysical strands]. ... It is born and perishes from moment
to moment without ceasing .... What a pity that although we are born and perish at
every moment, we don't notice it!" 38
Like KU.kai, D6gen understands the world as the body of the Buddha and as eluci-
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Since human beings evolved in the presence of natural radiation, we have adapted to
it in such a way that exposure to natural sources is rarely injurious or fatal-unless
we delve deep into the earth in order to mine substances like radium or uranium.
However, since the discovery of X-rays we have been able to produce radiation artificially, some forms of which can be deadly in high doses. Of the two basic types of
radiation-ionizing (cosmic rays, X-rays, and radiation from radioactive materials)
and nonionizing (ultraviolet light, radiant heat, radio waves, and microwaves}--our
concern is with the former, since that's the kind emitted by nuclear power plants and
the waste they produce.
The effects of X-rays and of radium were discovered during the last decade of the
nineteenth century, by Wilhelm ROntgen and Marie Curie, respectively. In both cases
there was initial excitement concerning the curative properties of radiation, which
only later gave way to an appreciation of the dangers involved. The American geneticist H.]. Muller discovered in 1926 that fruit flies exposed to high doses of X-rays
suffered genetic mutations; subsequent experiments.have shown that ionizing radiation causes genetic mutations in mice, which suggests that it can have similar effects
on larger mammals, such as humans, at high enough doses. 40 Nevertheless, studies
of thirty thousand children of atomic bomb survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki
who received moderate, one-time exposure have shOwii "a lack of significant adverse
genetic effects. "41
By contrast, research into victims of acute radiation syndrome who received high
doses of radiation from the atomic bomb blasts shows a grimmer picture. Evidence
from the past sixty years confirms an increased incidence of solid cancers in exposed
survivors from Hiroshima and Nagasaki (by comparison with the rest of the population), and suggests that the higher the radiation dose received, the more likely the
occurrence of cancer. 42 This finding is significant for our present discussion when we
consider that cancer is basically a ''efusal of impermanence on the part of certain individual cells in the body. 43
The ancestors of our body cells used to be able to survive independently, but after
becoming incorporated in multicellular organisms they became interdependent and
developed the ability to sacrifice themselves, if necessary, for the sake of the greater
good of the whole organism. Balancing the process of cell division, which allows the
body to grow from a single zygote and to repair damaged parts, is a process called
"apoptosis," whereby cells in the body die off and their remains are absorbed into
other cells. Although embryologists discovered cell death in the nineteenth century,
its role in the adult organism was not fully understood and given the name "apop-
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tosis" until 1972. Subsequent research has revealed the existence of what the science
writer Nick Lane calls "death genes"-first discovered in nematodes but then in flies,
mammals, and plants-which are responsible for triggering apoptosis. The immediate "executioners" of programmed cell death are proteins known as "caspases," which
are found in almost all eukaryotes (which means in all organisms except eubacceria
and archaebacceria). As Lane writes: "It is a sobering thought that almost all eukaryotic cells contain within themselves, at all times, this silent apparatus of death."
Freud would call it the "death-drive," and the Buddhists a consummate biological
manifestation of impermanence. 44
It turns out that what is ultimately responsible for programmed cell death are
the cell's own mitochondria, the organelles within every cell that are responsible for
the biochemical processes of respiration and energy production-and thus the indispensable drivers of the cell's very life and activity. This is a perfect biological analogue
for Degen's characterization of impermanence as "life-death." "Swift and smooth,
almost unnoticed, some 10 billion cells die by apopwsis every day in the human body,
tO be replaced by fresh, undamaged cells .... The latent death enzymes ... dismember the cell from within, and package its contents for reuse later by other cells. Nothing goes tO waste." 4 ~
This process appears even more marvelous when one looks more close! y intO how
the mitochondria bring about the death of a damaged cell that might turn to acting
in its own interests. They do this by releasing a protein component of the respiratory
chain from its attachment tO the outer surface of the inner mitochondrial membrane.

need tO ask how something like plutonium waste can be part of the cosmic embodiment of Dainichi Nyorai. Since the Dharmakaya embraces all phenomena, it must
include artifacts-and even synthetic products such as plastics, chlorofluorocarbons,
and radioactive waste. Bur the human introduction of nonbiodegradable elements
that disrupt the dynamics of natural ecosystems is something unprecedented in the
hiswry of the biosphere, and the injection of such pathogens into the body of the
earth is surely making it sick. We know now that the biosphere is only a minuscule
part of the universe, and so this process can hardly be doing harm to the body of
the cosmos, but from KUkai's perspective it would surely constitute a desecration
of, if not bodily injury to, the Dharmakaya. We can in any case ask, assuming the
Dharmakaya is expounding the dharma, just what these newly introduced components in particular are teaching us.
Natural phenomena teach the Buddhist ideas of impermanence and interdependence-in broad terms, these are the lessons of contemporary ecological science. Plutonium waste teaches a rather different lesson: as the outcome of extremely complex
technological manipulations, it is infinitely more disruptive to ecological relationships than any naturally occurring radiation, and it is also relatively non-impermanent, remaining far more deadly for far loqger than any natural toxins. Fire is integrated with natural ecosystems in such a way that it destroys within certain spatial
limits and is also limited temporally insofar as it usually burns out relatively quickly.
Its destructive power is restricted to presently existing beings, whereas the deadly
power of radioactive substances is capable of affecting the unborn. The economist
E. F. Schumacher pointed out forty years ago (from .a Buddhist perspective, though
the point is Promethean too) the danger of creating something relatively permanent.
"While man now can-and does--create radioactive elements, there is nothing he
can do to reduce their radioactivity once he has created them. No chemical reaction,
no physical interference, only the passage of time !edUces the intensity of radiation
once it has been set going. Carbon-14 has a half-life of5,900 years." 47
At the time of this writing, a year after the catastrophe at Fukushima, the temperature inside the damaged reactor was still sometimes going up rather than down.
Although a "cold shutdown" was declared in December 2011, safety concerns have
continued to plague the facility. Given that the plutonium waste produced by thermal reactors remains radioactive for some ten thousand years, it may be asking us to
question the wisdom of instituting technological setups that produce such lethally
long-lasting by-products. 48
Just as KG.kai would have to regard plutonium waste as part of the cosmic embodiment of the Buddha, so Degen would have tO admit it as "buddha-nature" (busshO)though for the reasons just outlined he would not be committed to regarding it
highly. Degen does indeed expand the concept of buddha-nature to embrace not only
all sentient beings but all phenomena-though since he views everything as activity,
it would be better to say not that all they all "are" buddha-nature but that they all
do it, or enact it.49 But when he equates the whole of impermanence with buddhanature, the focus is not on any particular phenomenon per se, but rather on its interactions with other phenomena. Nor is it a matter of the simple sum of all impermanent

In other words, an integral component of the respiratory chain (which generates the energy needed for the life of the cell) turns out to be an integral component of apoptosis, responsible for the death of the cell. The lin}~ between life
and death hinges on the subcellular location of a single molecule. Nothing in
biology quite compares with this: life, looking one way, death the other, the
difference between the two bur a few millionths of a millimetre. 46
An appreciation of this wondrous circumstance might help us realize that, in Degen's
words, ''we are born and perish at every moment."
Impermanence, then, is built into the cells of living organisms from the start. Can- \
cer is a condition whereby certain cells refuse this impermanence and act "selfishly,"
in opposition tO the interdependent arising and perishing of cells that comprise the
healthy body. Promethean processes that tinker with the innermost kernels of the
atOm produce ionizing radiation, which is deadly tO all life at high doses, and with
low exposure causes in the innermost kernels of the living cell mutations that make
it resist impermanence and thereby kill the organism of which it is a part-leading,
ironically, to its own perishing after all.
Buddhist reflections on impermanence should make us wary of energy technologies that are dependent on radioactivity, because of its peculiar relationship with
cancer and death, and also because of the relatively non-impermanent and relationdisrupting nature of the by-products of such technologies.
If we go back to the question left open at the end of our consideration ofKU.kai, we
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phenomena; it's rather the organized totality of their dynamic interactions (which he
calls shitsu-u, or "whole-being") that's important. As with Kilkai, human activities
and artifacts participate too, but since what's crucial is zenki, the dynamic functioning
of all phenomena together, there would be every reason to want to eliminate, rather
than celebrate, something like plutonium waste. Indeed D6gen would want to ask
the deeper question concerning the desires that drive us to consume so much energy:
Why do we think that such contrivances as nuclear power plants, with all the dangers
and problems that they involve, are a worthwhile component in the whole?

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The aftermath of the tsunami in T6hoku and the explosions and nuclear meltdown in
Fukushima have already brought about changes in the Japanese way of life that foreshadow the shape of things to come in all developed societies. As a result of the acute
energy shortage the country suffered in the spring of 2011, radical conservation measures were enacted. Drivers of buses in Japanese cities now turn off the engine while
waiting at traffic lights and in stop-and-go traffic conditions. Some of the automatic
ticket machines in train and subway stations have been shut down to save energy, and
others ar:e being removed alrogether. Until recently one of the world's brightest societies, Japan has been darkening, thanks to a dramatic reduction of lighting in public
places, and especially in subway stations with extensive underground restaurant and
shopping precincts. In his wonderfully testy essay "In Praise of Shadows" (1933), the
novelist Jun'ichir6 Tanizaki cited a then prescient remark to the effect that "perhaps
no two countries waste more electricity than America and Japan." 50 He would be
delighted now to see Japanese cities reducing the ubiquitous glare of neon lighting
and all-night electric illumination, a dimming of unnecessary lights that is reintroducing some of the shadows he so eloquently praised.
The problem lies not so much in the Promethean arts per se, but rather in the way
we use them and then get carried away by the results. House building and woodworking, agriculture and animal husbandry, ship building and mining, and the art
of medicine-all of these can be practiced sustainably (except perhaps mining), with
minimal harm to the environment or to ourselves. In all of these cases, however, an\
excess of Promethean cleverness drives us to practices that are unwise in the long
run. In agriculture, we believe our ingenuity in developing fertilizers, pesticides,
and genetically modified crops will allow us to produce yields that transcend all limits to what a natural environment can provide. In animal husbandry, we mechanize
and medicalize the raising nf domestic animals for food into a process of industrial
production in factories. In mining, modern techniques such as open~pit and stripmining of tar sands, removal of entire mountaintops, and uranium extraction-which
produces radioactive milling wastes (tailings)-can endanger workers and damage
the environment. In medicine, we expend increasing effort on trying to enhance and
prolong and otherwise improve upon life, and technological advances often outrun
the prudence of doctors at a cost to the health and quality of life of their patients. 51 In
these areas we consistently fail to cultivate that other gift from Prometheus: foresight.
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This may also be an issue for an alternative potential source of energy, nuclear
fusion, which many scientists think can prove to be clean, sustainable, and (in the
long run) affordable. The process involves using techniques in plasma physics to fuse
two atomic nuclei of a hydrogen isotope such as deuterium, which is easily extracted
from seawater. 52 An international consortium of scientists and engineers from the
European Union, China, India, Japan, Russia, South Korea, and the United States
known as ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) is working on
a ten-year project that aims to demonstrate the feasibility of achieving nuclear fusion
at the scale of a reactor. However, they estimate that it will take at least another
ten years beyond that, and $30 billion in funding, to actually build the first working fusion reactor. 53 If this project succeeds, the results could indeed transform the
world-the only problem being that the techniques it employs are so quintessentially
Promethean. It is a feature of such undertakings that they are initially full of promise,
but later turn out to have unforeseen drawbacks and damaging consequences in the
long run. 54
On the homepage of the ITER website, the text beside the "Energy" banner reads:
"A huge increase in energy use is inevitable." 55 But this is precisely the assumption
we need to question. A huge increase in energy use is inevitable only if we collectively,
globally, decide that that is what we really need and want. But are we certain that
such a huge increase will enhance our lives, that we will flourish better as a species
under those conditions? Is it true that the lives of billions in China, India, and the
developing countries will be made far more comfortable if people are given access to
as much electricity as they want. We in the developed world, who already enjoy high
levels of comfort, have no grounds whatsoever for denying those billions that access.
But when one looks at the strata of society in the United States able to consume as
much energy as they wish to make themselves comfortable, the correspondingly high
rate of consumption of pharmaceuticals (to mendon~ just one indicator) hardly suggests a close correlation between comfortable lives and a fulfilled human existence.
To ensure that the system develops equitably, in addition to reducing excesses of
consumption in the developed countries, we need to change the economics to accommodate all the environmental costs into the price of electricity, rather than leave them
externalized, as they are at present.
The crucial question does not concern the relative merits and disadvantages of
nuclear power versus energy from fossil fuels. Rather, it is about what drives our
desire to consume so much energy in the first place. It's mostly a matter of habit and
convenience: we are accustomed to having at hand, on tap, and at the flick of a switch
constantly available sources of power that derive from highly sophisticated technologies. We have devised these mechanisms to capture and store the energies of heaven
and earth, water and wind, so as to use them when we may, rather than acknowledging our dependence on them by waiting patiently for the season when the natural
world provides. We are in the grip here, according to Heidegger, of the greater power
behind modern technology, which inclines us to regard the whole of the natural world
as "standing stock," from which we capture energy, store it, and redeploy it in ever
more sophisticated ways so that it can be there whenever we need it. 56 This is another
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example of a refusal to acknowledge what for Buddhism is central: our intimate interdependence with the natural phenomena char surround us.
A thousand-page report published in 2011 by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change shows that renewable forms of energy (bioenergy, solar, geothermal,
hydropower, ocean, and wind) can provide 80 percent of the world's requirements
by midcentury, but only if governments actively promote them. 57 These figures are
truly remarkable-albeit meaningless without that support from the world's governments-because the received wisdom has been that renewable energy is incapable
of satisfying sustained demand, insofar as it depends upon weather conditions. This
report has not received the degree of attention it deserves, but its results have to be
taken seriously because of the genuinely international and nonpartisan makeup of the
enormous research ream that conducted the study. 58 Proposals to follow through on
its recommendations are of course vehemently opposed by the oil, coal, and nuclear
power industries, which are heavily invested in preserving the status quo and reluctant co change their highly profitable ways.
If the shift to clean and renewable sources of energy is accompanied by increases in
energy efficiency and reductions in wasteful use, a larger percentage of "the world's
requirements" could be provided by such sources well before the year 2150, while
ensuring that considerations of social and global justice, which both Christianity
and Buddhism would want to promote, are taken into account and acted upon. Considerations of justice and fairness require that people in the developed world scale
back their consumption to allow•the rest of the world to attain a minimum level of
comfort. In chis way we can avoid the catastrophic global warming that will result
from continuing along our present path. Nor is there any reason to suppose that these
measures will diminish human flourishing. A survey of the ancient wisdom of the
world's philosophical and religious traditions reveals that not one of them claims that
a fulfilled human life is to be attained by high levels of consumption of energy or
goods. Indeed, they all say quite the opposite.
Prometheus bound, his liver perpetually devoured. If we consider c~efully the
Promethean background to our reliance on sophisticated technologies that violate
natural limits in order to make our lives comfortable, and to our habit of hiding their
inevitable ends and fostering false hopes of endless ease, we see that we can becom\
bound easily by the patterns they impose and exposed to forces that sap the source
of our vitality. What we learn from the Buddhist emphasis on impermanence is chat
selfishness and the desire for gain, fame, and extremes of comfort can be reduced
without diminishing well-being.
The catastrophe at Fukushima, which has deprived so many people of their homes,
perhaps in perpetuity, has at least had the beneficial consequence of making the Japanese reflect more deeply upon their reliance on nuclear power. In the wake of the
disaster, operations at all of Japan's nuclear power plants were eventually suspended.
Plans co restart two reactors were met with massive protests during the summer of
2012. Organizers claimed to have gathered more than 7 million signatures on a petition to phase out nuclear power. 59 Energy use has been reduced considerably without
a major impact upon the well-being of the population, though some of the shortfall

from closing nuclear power planes has been made up by increased output from plants
powered by fossil fuels. 60
In view of the IPCC report on renewable energy sources, the sensible thing co do
is to phase out nuclear power altogether, worldwide. And in view of the vast human
suffering that will result from anthropogenic global warming if we keep on burning
fossil fuels, it is equally sensible to phase out coal- and oil-fired power plants, as well.
This will occasion a lowering of comfort levels as we in the developed world change
our ways, but it will be tolerable-and a small price co pay for avoiding destroying
the livelihood of generations co come. The Buddhist claim chat low levels of consumption are perfectly compatible with a fulfilled life is echoed by many passages in
the New Testament, as well. Indeed, if we pay attention, that is what we hear from
the ancient wisdom of all the world's great philosophical and religious traditions.
NOTES

1. This essay is based on the premise that runaway global warming is a real possibility
that is being brought about by human activity; see, for example, James Hansen, Storms of
My Grandchildren: The Truth about the Coming Climate Catastrophe and Our Last Chance to Save
Humanity (London: Bloomsbury, 2009), especially chapter 10, "The Venus Syndrome." Hansen, one of the world's top climate scientists, is also an adjunct professor at Columbia University and director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies. There is not a single elimace skeptic or global warming denier among the world's most prominent climate scientists,
and all the professional scientific organizations of the most scientifically advanced countries
are warning against the dangers of anthropogenic global warming (AGW). The dissenters are
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(such as the Heartland Institute) funded by big fossil fuel companies. They rarely publish or
cite peer-reviewed articles in reputable scientific journals, and their books are published by
minor presses that realize they can sell lots of books to people who are seeking justification for
their blissful ignorance of AGW. For some literature by_authors whose work is well grounded
in up-to-date evidence from the climate sciences, see Elizabeth Kolberc, Field Notes from a
Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and Climate Change (New York: Bloomsbury, 2006); Bill McKibben,
Earth: Making a Life on a Tough New Planet (New York: St. Martin's, 2010); Clive Hamilton,
Requiem for a Species: Why We Resist the Truth about Climate Change (London: Earthscan, 2010);
and Mark Hertsgaard, Hot: Living through the Next Fifty Years on Earth (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, 2011).
2. An excellent source of informacion about the dangers of radiation is a booklet produced
by A. D. Wrixon et al., and published by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
Radiation, People and the Environment (Vienna, 2004).
3. United Nations, UNSCEAR, Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation, vol. II, Scientific
Annexes C, D and E (New York: United Nations, 2011), 64-65. (Downloadable from http://
www.unscear.org/unscear/en!publications/2008_2.html.)
4. Alexey V. Yablokov ec al., Chernobyl: Consequences of the Catastrophe for People and the Environment (Hoboken: New York Academy of Sciences, 2009). Figure cited in Helen Caldicott,
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